
Create “Heart Art”
Animals

Everyone can learn to draw.  Learning to draw is mainly learning to see
shapes.   Here is a fun way to practice training your eye to see shapes.
Choose a shape to focus on such as a circle or oval.  Begin experiment-

3. Bumble Bee
Cut out the shapes shown

above.   Trace around a cap
or lid to create a circle for
the body.  The stinger is a
small triangle.  Draw the
face with markers or cut two
small white circles for the
eyes and color in the pupils.

4.  Mouse
Cut out the shapes shown

above.   Trace around a cap
or lid to create a circle for the
body.  The tail is a thin curved
line.  Draw on the face with
markers.  The nose is a small
heart!  Add details such as
whiskers, eyelashes or even
a bow!

5. Bird
Cut out the shapes shown

above.   The eye is a white
hole punch circle filled in with
black marker.  The legs are two
thin long rectangles.  The re-
mainder of the pieces are heart
shapes of different sizes.
Make your bird using your fa-
vorite colors!

1. Cow
Cut out the shapes shown

above.   The head is the
largest heart.  Use a medium
heart shape for the nose.
Make two black circles for the
nostrils and a black curved
line for the mouth.  The ears
are a heart shape cut in half.
Horns are two rounded “V”
shapes.  The eyes are two
white circles and two smaller
black circles for the pupils.

2.  Bear
Cut out the shapes shown

above.   The head is the
largest heart.  The nose is a
medium/small heart shape
with a black circle for the
nose and a pink circle for the
mouth.  The ears are a
medium heart shape cut in
half.  The eyes are created by
cutting two white circles and
two smaller black circles for
pupils.

ing with using different sizes of your shape to construct familiar things
like faces, flowers or animals.  Adding a few additional shapes may be
necessary, but try to mostly use the shape you have chosen. 

On our page we have selected the heart shape to create animals,
however, you will see that some circles and a few other shapes were
added as needed. 

Practice creating heart animals by cutting shapes out with paper or
by simply drawing shapes on paper. Have fun creating these animals
using many colors and different sizes of hearts. Try designing your own
animals too!
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